1. Introduction. A lattice L is said to be rt-complete for a given cardinal n, if every subset of L of cardinality at most n has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound in L. Every lattice is necessarily it-complete for all finite n, but need not be n-complete for any infinite cardinal rt. Free lattices offer examples of this. A more general concept of completeness is that of weak n-completeness. A lattice L is called weakly n-complete for a given cardinal n, if every subset of L of cardinality less than n has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound in L. Again, every lattice, in particular a free lattice, is weakly No-complete. Evidently a lattice is Na-complete if and only if it is weakly N"+i-complete.
The purpose of this paper is to study generalizations of the ordinary free lattices which have this property of weak ^-completeness.
In order to define these "generalized free lattices" the following ideas are needed.
Let L be a weakly N"-complete lattice. A sublattice M of L is an a-sublattice if meets and joins in L of subsets of M of cardinality less than N " are also contained in M. If S is a subset of L, then the sublattice of L a-generated by S is the smallest a-sublattice of L containing S. In particular, L is said to be a-generated by S if the only a-sublattice of L containing S is just L itself.
A lattice F is freely a-generated by a partially ordered set P, if F contains P as a subpartially ordered set and is a-generated by it, and if for any lattice L a-generated by a subset Q, every order preserving mapping of P onto Q extends to a homomorphism (preserving meets and joins of less than fc$" elements) of F onto L. It is easily seen that F is unique up to isomorphism.
The lattice freely a-generated by P is constructed in the second section of the paper. The techniques used here are extensions of those employed by Whitman [6; 7] in describing the ordinary free lattice with an unordered set of generators. The analogue of the result of Whitman that the free lattice with three generators contains as a sublattice the free lattice with a countable number of generators is proved in section three, namely, it is shown that the lattice freely a-generated by three unordered elements contains the lattice freely a-generated by K" unordered elements as an a-sublattice. This result is used to show that the lattice freely a-generated by a partially ordered set of cardinality at most N " is isomorphic to an a-sublattice of the lattice freely agenerated by three unordered elements.
Recently Bjarni Jonsson [4] has given a nonconstructive proof that under the assumption of the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, Na-universal lat-PETER CRAWLEY AND R. A. DEAN [July tices (1) exist for all a>0, and ^-universal partially ordered sets exist for all ordinals a. In the fourth section, it is first shown that any lattice of cardinality at most\&a is a sublattice of a lattice a-generated by three elements, and the method of proof of this theorem is used to show that b$o-universal lattices do not exist. It is further proved that the free lattice with three generators is an K0-universal partially ordered set. Under the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, the lattice freely a-generated by three unordered elements is an X ^-universal partially ordered set if\&a is regular, and contains a sublattice which is an N auniversal partially ordered set if&a is singular.
2. The lattice freely a-generated by P. Throughout the paper the following notation will be used. Lattice join, meet, inclusion and proper inclusion are denoted respectively by U, f\, ^, <, with the symbols +(E)> '(II). C, Ci reserved for the corresponding set operations. The cardinality of a set 3TC is denoted by 12ftl|. For a given cardinal n, co(n) denotes the least ordinal of cardinality It; w(X") is briefly written coa. We begin with an alternative recursive definition of the sublattice agenerated by a subset S of a weakly N"-complete lattice L. Let /? = «" if ua is regular or /3=wa+i if wa is singular(2). With M0 = S, define J17{ for all £^=|3
by Mi= {Ua, D a £ 7 | « C Mi-i, | a | < Ka}, if f is not a limit ordinal, M$ = E M" if J is a limit ordinal.
Then Mp is the sublattice of L a-generated by S. Now let P be a partially ordered set, and a an ordinal, a-words over P and their ranks are defined inductively as follows. Definition 1.
(1) For each pEP, p is an a-word over P, and its rankr(^) is zero.
(2) If ffi is a nonempty set of a-words over P such that | Ct| <^a, then the symbols U d and fl (J are a-words over P, and
The set of all a-words over P is denoted by Fa(P).
Definition 2. If A, BEFa(P), then A ^B if one of the conditions below holds(8).
(1) A, BEP and A ^B in P.
(2) (i) A=Ua and A'^B for some4'€«, (ii) ^^flaand^'^5 for all^'Ga, (') For the definitions of these terms, see §4.
(2) fc^u and «a are said to be singular, if fc^a is the sum of fewer than X<* cardinals, each of which is less than fr$". Otherwise, Xa and «a are said to be regular.
(3) ( = ) denotes logical identity.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From (1.1) and (1.2) it follows that ( = ) of Definition 3 is an equivalence relation. Hence the relation (^) partially orders the set of all a-words over P. Now consider a nonempty set a with | d| <Ra. Then Ua and (la are a-words over P, and Ua^'^fla for every A'E«• Moreover, if B^A'^C for all A'E& then P^Ua and Da^C, from (iii) and (ii) of Definition 2.
Thus the least upper and greatest lower bounds of a exist and are indeed U ft and D ft respectively.
For convenience, the a-words U {Ai, A2} and H {^4i, A2\ will also be written A\\JA2 and AiC\A2 respectively. It must be emphasized that Ai\JA2, A2yJAi, and U {A, A2) are to be considered as logically identical a-words. In view of Definition 2, P is certainly a subpartially ordered set of Fa(P). However, least upper and greatest lower bounds existing in P need not be preserved in Fa(P). If pEP and ftCP is such that | a| <&a and p = l.u.b. a (or g.l.b. a) in P, then p = U a (D a) if and only if p = p' for some p' E a.
Theorem 2. Fa(P) is freely a-generated by P.
Proof. That P a-generates Fa(P) is clear from the construction of Fa(P). To show the free property, consider a lattice 7 a-generated by a subpartially ordered set Q, and an order-preserving mapping <j> of P onto Q. Extend this mapping to a mapping <p* of Fa(P) into 7 inductively as follows:
<p*(U a) = U {**U') | A'E a}, **(fl a) = fl {**(4') \A'Ea}.
Since 0 maps P onto Q, and since 7, is a-generated by Q, <p* is a mapping of Fa(P) onto L. To show that <6* is a homomorphism, we need only show that it preserves the equality in Fa(P), or what is equivalent, that A^B implies <p*(A)^4>*(B). This is done by an induction on the pairs (r(A), r(B)), ordered lexicographically. Hence <b* preserves the ordering of F"(P), and the proof is complete.
At this point it is well to note that Po(P) is just the completely free lattice generated by P, studied in [2]. Thus when P is an unordered set of cardinality n, F0(P) is the familiar free lattice with n generators, discussed by Whitman [6; 7] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3. J/Na is a singular cardinal, then Fa(P) and Fa+i(P) are isomorphic lattices.
Proof. Fa(P) is an a-sublattice of Fa+i(P), so it suffices to show that for each AEFa+i(P) there exists BEFa(P), such that A=B. When r(A)=0, this certainly holds. Inducting on r(A), let .4=11 ft. Then for each A'Ed, there exists BA'EFa(P) such that A'=Ba>-Now | a| ^Ka, and since N" is singular, a can be partitioned up into a set © of subsets SCftin such a way that |©| <N"and | §| <«a for each SG®. Thus £S = U {BA.\A'E §>} EFa(P)
for each §G®, and hence 5 = U {Ss|sG©} EFa(P). Moreover, B=A. A dual proof holds if A = (la. 3 . Embeddings in freely a-generated lattices.
Theorem 4. Let Q be a partially ordered set and Na a regular cardinal. If a subpartially ordered set S of Fa(Q) is isomorphic to a partially ordered set P, then the sublattice L § a-generated by S in Fa(Q) is isomorphic to Fa(P) if and only if the following condition and its dual are satisfied:
For each A G § and each subset ft CIS with | a| <Na, U d^A implies A' ^A for some A' E&-Proof. It is clear from Lemma 1 that the above conditions on S are necessary for Z § to be isomorphic to Fa(P). To show their sufficiency, consider an isomorphic mapping <p of P onto S. Since Lg is a-generated by S, <j> can be extended to a homomorphism <b* of Fa(P) onto £ §. We shall show that (p* is one-one and hence an isomorphism. A second lemma is needed.
Lemma 2. Let &a be a regular cardinal. If pEP, and A EFa(P) is such that A£p, then there exists a subset QQP with j <3j <^« such that Ue^A, but U C =£ p. The dual also holds.
When AEP, 6= {A } fulfills the conditions of the lemma. Now suppose that Lemma 2 holds for all a-words of rank less than r(A). If A = Uft, then A ~^p implies A' £p for all 4'G ft. Thus Qa' exists for each A'E a, satisfying the conditions of the lemma for A' and p; take C= Ya'^q, ©a--Since Na is regular, | e| <Na. Furthermore \JQ^A, but Ue^p. A similar proof holds for the case A = 0 ft. Now to show that <p* is one-one, we need only show that <p*(A) ^<b*(B)
implies A ^B, for all A, BEFa(P). When A, BEP, this clearly holds. Suppose that this implication holds for any pair less than (r(A), r(B)) and that <b*(A)^<t>*(B). If BEP and A£B, then by Lemma 2, CC-P exists with |e|<Na such that Ue^4 but Ue^5. Thus <p*(Ue) =U {<p*(p)\pEe} <b*(A)^4>*(B). {0*(£)|£Ge}CSand<£*(£)GS, so that <p*(P)^4>*(B) for some pE&. But <p* maps P isomorphically onto S, and hence p^B. This implies that Ue^5, a contradiction. The case4G-P follows by a dual argument, and the proofs of the remaining cases are the same as those for the correspond-[July ing cases in Theorem 2. Hence that <p*(A) ^<p*(B) implies A ^B is true by induction, and 7 § and Fa(P) are isomorphic lattices.
In the two theorems to follow, lattices freely a-generated by unordered sets are important.
For each cardinal n, the lattice freely a-generated by n unordered elements will be denoted by Fa(n). Whitman [7] has shown that P0(3) contains P0(No) as a sublattice; Theorem 5 extends this result to arbitrary a.
Theorem
5. For each ordinal a, and each cardinal n^fc$a, Fa(n) is an a-sublattice of Fa(3).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 is an extension of the proof of Whitman's theorem given by Dilworth [3] . Since Xa+i is regular for all a, by Theorem 3 it is sufficient to consider only the case when t^a is regular.
Let Fa(3) be a-generated by the three unordered elements, a, b, and c. From (5.1) it is clear that xj>x0, 0<£<a>a. Suppose that i]<ix implies x,^x^ whenever n<^<ioa.
If £ is a limit ordinal, then xj = U {x,|rj<^} ^x, for all ??<£. When £ is not a limit ordinal and $ -1 is not a limit ordinal, xj_i ^ xj_2 implies x$ =/(xj_i) ^/(xf_2) = Xj_i ^ x, all n < £, since / preserves the ordering.
If £ -1 is a limit ordinal, then X{=/(x{_i) ^/(x,) = x,+i for all r?<£ -1, andhencex{2>U{x,|?7< §-l} = xf_i^x, all 77<£. Thus by induction,
x,^xj whenever 7?<£<wa. To show that this inclusion is proper, assume the contrary. Then there is a least ordinal £ such that x,^X£ for some ??<|. £ cannot be a limit ordinal, since otherwise X{ = U{x,,|jU<£} ^x, implies x<i^Xq+i, contrary to the minimality of £. Suppose that 77 is not a limit ordinal. Then x,=-/(x,,_i), and successive applications of (5.2) give x"_i ^ cf^x,-! cP\xj_i. If 77 -1 is not a limit ordinal, x,-i=£e and a, b^cC\x^i imply that x,_i^X{_i, a contradiction.
If 77 -1 is a limit ordinal, then x"_i=£c, Xf_i, and hence xvl^cC\x^-i for some 771 <rj -1. Continuing in this way if vi is a limit ordinal we get a descending chain of ordinals which must terminate with some ordinal i)k, not a limit ordinal. But then, as above, xw2:cP\X{_i implies x,4^xj_i, a contradiction.
Finally if 17 is a limit ordinal, since x,=£6, c, we must have xn^xj for some 771 < 77. If 771 is also a limit ordinal, repetition of this argument gives a descending chain of ordinals which terminates with some ordinal 77^, not a limit ordinal, such that x,fc^x$. But this is just the preceding case, and thus yields a contradiction.
Hence x,<Xf whenever 77 <£ <coa. A dual argument on the jj's gives the rest of (5.3).
Now define for each £<coa, g( = 6W(x{+1n(yt+1Wc)).
We shall show that the set S= {g{|£<«a} a-generates a sublattice isomorphic to Fa(b$a), by verifying the conditions of Theorem 4 for S. gf^a, c, and b£a,cimply %iH(yi+1Uc)
x,+iA(y,+iVJc), and this implies that xj+i^x,+in(y,+iUc) and y^+iUĉ x,+in(y,+iWc). Now since xj+i^c and a, 6^x,+if>\(y,+iWc), it must be that xj+i^x,+i.
Hence £=^77. Moreover, since a, c=£x"+iP\(y,+iWc) and yi+1\Jc^a, it follows that yi+i\Jc^yv+\\Jc, and (5.2) gives yi+i^yv+i. Thus £^77, whence £ = 77.
(5.6) // ftCS is such that | a| <^", then U aSigj implies g{G a.
Suppose that U ft^gt SiXj+ifVyf+iWc). If for some g,G ft, g,^xj+i r\(yt+iKJc), then gv^gz, whence gv = g(. This is the only possibility, since g"^a, c implies Ua^x{+1, yi+-\Jc. Theorem 6. Let a be any ordinal. If P is a partially ordered set of cardinality at most fc$a, then Fa(P) is isomorphic to an a-sublattice of Fa(3).
Proof. Having Theorem 5, it suffices to embed Fa(P) in Fa(tAa). Again fc$a may be assumed regular.
Let |P| =\Aa, and let {g£|£<w"} be the set of a-generators of Fa(Ha). Then there exists a one-one correspondence between the elements of P and the a-generators g£. Set a0 = go. Continuing inductively, let a, be defined for each 77, 77<£<w". Then with 1l£= {a,\r, < £, p, £ pi in P), 1)£= {av\v <£,/>£^ p, inP}, define Since |u.{|, \v(\ <Na, a££P"(Na) for all £<coa. Let 3= {a£|£<wa}.
(6.1) a^gn implies p^pT g£ §a, implies p(^pv For £ = 77=0, (6.1) clearly holds. Inducting on the pairs (£, 77), assume that (6.1) holds for any pair less than (£, 77). Then if a^gv, either g£^f"|{g{» 1t{} g, or a"^g, for some aM£T)£. In the first case, £ = 77 so that pz = pv. In the second, the induction hypothesis implies that pP^pv; whence p^p^p^. Now suppose that g£^a,. Then g£=sn{g" ^1} so that either g^g, or g^ap for some a"£ll,.
Thus either pt = pv or p^pp^pr And (6.1) follows by induction. a,£a, and hence a,^«£ by (6.1) and (6.2). If U(i^aM for some aM£1l£, then by the induction, a"^ap for some a,Ga.
But from (6.2), a^a^, and hence a,^ct£. The only remaining possibility is that a,^fl \gt, 1^} for some anE a. In this case, as shown in the proof of (6.3), it follows that p^p^, and hence that a,^a£. Thus, by induction, (6.4) holds for all £<w". If d^flfli aPE^i, then by the induction, a^a, for some a,£a, and since aMG1)f, a^a^a, by (6.2). If (l{g£, H{} ^Ra, then g£^Ra, and hence g£^a, for some a,£ a. This implies that a^a,,, by (6.1) and (6.2).
Hence (6.5) holds for all £<wa-Theorem 6 now follows from (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) and Theorem 4.
4. Applications. In this section, some of the results obtained above are used to establish three somewhat unrelated theorems.
Theorem 7. Every lattice of cardinality at most R"is a sublattice of a lattice a-generated by three elements.
Proof. The plan of the proof is to combine the given lattice 7 with a subset of Fa(3) containing its a-generators a, b, and c and the a-generators g£ of the a-sublattice Fa(&a), in such a way that in the resulting partially orered set X, L is contained as a sublattice, each element of 7 is the join of a pair of the g£, and each element of 3C can be expressed as an a-word over {a, b, c}. 3C is then completed by cuts to a complete lattice M, and this embeds 7 in the sublattice of M a-generated by {a, b, c).
Essential to this proof is the idea of the set s(A) of components of an aword A EFa(3). This set is defined inductively for each A EFa(3) as follows.
For AE{a, b, c), s(A)= {A}; if A =Ua or A =0&, then s(A) = {A}+ E <A').
A'ett
Let {gf|£<co"} be the subset of Fa(3) constructed in the proof of Theorem 5 which a-generates a sublattice isomorphic with Fa(Ha), and let 9 = E s(gi). (7.
2) The relation (2:) partially orders the set X. Moreover, finite meets and joins in L are preserved in X. (7.4) Let acg. // naGQ, then fia is the greatest lower bound of GL in X;
if U ftG8> then U a is the least upper bound of a in X.
Suppose that acg is such that Ha is an a-word belonging to g. If BE3C is such that B^A all A £ a, then SGg and -B^flft in F«(3), so that D a is the greatest lower bound of a in X. If ftCIg and U ft is an a-word in g, and if BGg and B ^4 for all A E ft, then B ^U ft in X. Suppose that XEL and X^A for each 4Gft-Since Ua is an a-word over {a, b, c) belonging to g, either a= {x,|t7<\} for some limit ordinal X<«", or a is a two element set. From (5.4), g^a, c for all £, so that for no 77 can X^x, in X hold. Thus a is a two element set j^lo, ^4i} with ^40, Ai^a, c. But then for one of these elements, say 4o, we must have ^4o = 6. Thus if gj =^4i, then gj ^Ao\JAi, and henceX^Ua.
The partially ordered set X is now embedded in a complete lattice M with the MacNeille completion by cuts [5] . Let N be the sublattice of M a-generated by [a, b, c}. Since bounds existing in X are preserved in M, X is contained in N by (7.4) and (7.3), and hence by (7.2), L is a sublattice of N.
In a recent paper [4] , B. Jonsson has considered the existence of an Rauniversal lattice, that is, a lattice L of cardinality fc$", such that every lattice of cardinality at most K" is isomorphic to a sublattice of L. He has shown that for all a>0, K"-universal lattices do exist. Our next theorem takes up the case a = 0. Notice that in 3C", X > a implies X ^ aVJ(bC\c), and a > X implies aC\(b\Jc) z^X, with analogous implications holding for b, 6U(oHc) and bC\(aVJc), and for c, c*U(ar\b) and c!~\(ayjb). Thus in the completion by cuts, and hence in Mt, these implications also hold. This implies that a, 6, and c are both meet and join irreducible in Ma. Furthermore, since M" is generated by {a, 6, c\, a, 6, and c are the only elements of Mc which have this property. Hence if 0 maps M" isomorphically onto MT, then <j> maps [a, b, c\ one-one onto itself. If <p maps M" isomorphically onto MT, and <p induces the trivial permutation on {a, b, c}, then a = r. For if <p(a) =a, <p(b) =6, and <p(c) =c, since meets and joins existing in 3C" and 3CT are preserved in M, and in MT respectively, it follows that <p(uij) =u,j for every W,-,/£7. But then 7" and 7r are isomorphic, and hence a = r. Suppose that in {Afa|<rG©} there is an isomorphism class containing more than six distinct lattices. Since there are only five nontrivial permutations of three elements, in this isomorphism class there must exist three distinct lattices Mp, Mc, and MT, with <7>i and <p2 respectively mapping Mr and MT isomorphically onto Mp, such that <pi(a) =<p2(a), <pi(b) =<p2(b), and 4>i(c) =<p2(c). Then if <f>=<pr1<pi, 4> maps M" isomorphically onto MT in such a way that <j>(a)=a, <b(b) =6, and <b(c)=c. And as shown above, this implies that a = T, contrary to the assumption that M, and Mr are distinct. Thus each isomorphism class of { Af,| <rG©} contains at most six lattices, and hence {.Msl^G®} contains 2t,° nonisomorphic lattices generated by three elements, completing the proof of Theorem 8.
Associated with the idea of an fc$"-universal lattice is that of an \&a-universal partially ordered set. A partially ordered set P is said to be Ha-universal if \P\ =Ka and if every partially ordered set of cardinality at most \Aa is isomorphic to a subpartially ordered set of P. The lattices Fa(3) offer interesting examples of these Na-universal partially ordered sets.
Theorem 9. The free lattice with three generators is an Ho-universal partially ordered set. If the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis holds, then Fa (3) is an Ha-universal partially ordered set ifHa is regular, and the sublattice La= {A\A EFa(3),r(A) < ua} of Fa (3) is an fta-universal partially ordered set if &a is singular.
Proof. The sublattice La will be shown to be an N"-universal partially ordered set for all a, since when Ka is regular, La = Fa(3).
(9.1) // P is a partially ordered set of cardinality at most Ka, then P is isomorphic to a subpartially ordered set of La.
Let the elements xj, yj, and gj of Fa(3) be as defined in the proof of Theorem 5. Suppose for all 77 with 77<£<wa, Kx,) =r(yr) =6rj.
If £ is a limit ordinal, then r(xj) =r(yj) =sup,<{(6-77 + l) =sup,<{ 6-77 = 6-£. If £ is not a limit ordinal, r(x{) =r(y£) =6-(£ -1)+6 = 6-£. Thus, since r(x0) =r(y0) =0, r(xj) = r(y{)=6£ for all £<«<,. Hence if £<w0, then r(g£) = 6£ + 9<a>", so that {g£|£<<°«} -£«• Now let P be a partially ordered set with \p\ =t$a. Let |a£J£<w"} be the subset of the a-sublattice of Fa(3) a-generated by {g{|£<co"}, which was constructed in the proof of Theorem 6 and which is isomorphic to P. a0 = go, and hence r(a0) =9. Suppose for all 77 with 77<£<wa, r(a,)^6-77 + 11. Then for all ?7<£, r(a,)<r(g(), whence r(ai)=r(gi)+2 = 6£ + ll. Thus r(a{) <o)a, and {af|£<a>a} QLa. Hence P is isomorphic to a subpartially ordered set of La. It is clear that | L0\ = No-To show the corresponding relation for the positive ordinals, the following equivalent form of the Generalized Continuum
Hypothesis is needed(4). If a is any ordinal and if 3H is a set of cardinality Na+i, then { Q,\ aC9R, I a I ^Kaj has cardinality Na+i. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.
